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High Performance S and C-band Autotrack Antenna 
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ABSTRACT 

 
A novel dual-band S and C band antenna for high-performance autotracking applications 
is described. The antenna provides simultaneous dual band coverage for targets with 
circular or linear polarization.  A vertex mounted C-band multi-mode common aperture 
feed is added in a Cassegrain configuration augmenting the existing ViaSat patented [1-4] 
ESCAN®  S-band prime focus feed.  A dichroic subreflector is also added allowing 
simultaneous dual band operation for the prime focus and Cassegrain configurations with 
minimal interaction. Existing S-band antennas are easily upgraded for dual band 
capability with only the additions of the vertex mounted C-band feed and dichroic 
subreflector.  
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Introduction 
 

New range mission requirements necessitate that many S-band operations are being 
relocated to C-band for both interference abatement and additional data bandwidth. A 
cost effective approach to add C-band capability to the many fielded S-band systems is to 
retain the current S-band hardware and electronics while adding a second independent 
Cassegrain feed and subreflector for C-band.   
 
The intent of the upgrade path is to provide a field upgradeable modification that will 
provide superior tracking performance based on ViaSat's existing feeds. ViaSat has 
developed autotracking antennas for the most demanding applications.  Missile launch 
autotracking missions demands extreme autotracking dynamics. ViaSat has leveraged its 
existing C-band high performance feeds to supply an add-on Cassegrain feed that is used 
simultaneously with the existing S-band prime focus feed.  The new C-band feed is a 
traditional multi-horn array design with inherent high angular tracking sensitivity. The 
multi-horn array is combined with an output multimode horn section which significantly 
improves the sum channel pattern symmetry resulting in excellent secondary pattern gain 
and sidelobe performance while maintaining the desirable angular tracking performance.  



A dichroic subreflector that is transparent at S-band and reflective at C-band is mounted 
in front of the existing S-band prime focus feed and provides the simultaneous prime 
focus/Cassegrain antenna operation.   
 

Available Antenna Architecture Alternatives 
 
Several antenna tracking topologies were considered for the upgrade. ViaSat has over 50 
years experience providing autotracking antennas along with a large arsenal of available 
designs. ViaSat currently provides standard product autotracking feeds for all of the 
tracking techniques types shown in Table 1.  The technique chosen depends on the 
customer's mission requirements. Many of the generalized engineering tradeoffs between 
available autotracking techniques considered are summarized in Table 1.  
 

Table 1   Available Autotracking Techniques 
Technique Advantages Limitations 

 
 

Conscan 

 
Simple electrical topology 
 
Good sidelobe performance 
 
Minimal feed loss 

 
Scan frequency limited by 
mechanical rotation limits 
Difficult to provide variable scan 
frequencies 
 
Limited mechanical lifetime 
 
Tracking Modulation concurrent 
with data modulation 

 
 

TE21 Tracking Coupler 

 
Very good Antenna Efficiency  
 
Data channel free of tracking 
modulation  
 

 
Tracking modulation variation 
with incident linear polarization 
angle (not suggested for missile 
or high speed  autotrack 
applications) 
 
Issue with higher speed tracking 
application 
 
High feed electrical complexity 

 
 

Single Channel Monopulse 

 
Fast adaptable scan rates  
 
Data channel free of tracking 
modulation 

 
Moderate feed complexity 
 
Moderate sidelobe performance 
(< -14 dBp typ) 
 

 
 

ESCAN® 

 
Fast adaptable scan rates  
 
Data channel free of tracking 
modulation 
 
Good sidelobe performance 
 (<-18 dBp typ) 

 
Moderate feed electrical 
complexity 
 
 

 



 
Design Approach 

 
ViaSat provides a wide variety of autotracking antennas depending on the customer's 
mission requirements at frequencies ranging from UHF to Ka-band.  Some applications 
such as slowly moving inclined orbit geosynchronous satellites present minimal tracking 
dynamics and do not require high performance tracking techniques.  At the other end of 
the spectrum, fast moving, linearly polarized, spinning missiles during launch are often 
the most difficult targets to successfully autotrack. Since this is the application for many 
of the candidate S-band antenna upgrades, it is important that the new feed has high 
tracking modulation near boresight (good tracking error slope) and that the tracking 
modulation does not significantly change with incident linear polarization angle. ViaSat 
provides a number of higher order mode tracking couplers ranging from S-band to Ka-
band. These higher order mode couplers (TE21 mode) allow good aperture efficiency and 
sidelobe performance but substandard autotracking performance for varying linearly 
polarized targets such as missiles. Although ViaSat has off-the-shelf designs for TE21 
tracking couplers, we do not recommend them except for targets with minimal dynamics 
or well defined circularly polarized targets.  
 
Major design goals for the new C-band feed upgrade include:  
 
*Excellent angular tracking sensitivity  
*Tracking modulation level that is insensitive to incoming receive polarization 
*Good reflector aperture efficiency 
*Good secondary sidelobe performance for multipath rejection 
* Re-use of existing feed hardware 
* Design which can be field retro-fitted, minimizing system downtime for installation 
 
Figure 1 shows a typical ViaSat 2.4 meter antenna covering the 1.4-2.4 GHz band that is 
a candidate for the C-band upgrade 
 

 
Figure 1 Typical Fielded ViaSat S-band 2.4 meter Tracking Antenna 

 
 

 
 



 
New C-band Feed Design 

 
ViaSat has previously designed a C-band Cassegrain feed for multi-channel monopulse 
applications. This feed uses a multi-horn square array with a higher order mode aperture 
section.  A multi-horn feed array provides excellent tracking sensitivity since the phase 
center of the offset tracking elements are held close to the focal axis of the reflector.  This 
effect is illustrated in Figure 2.  As a prime focus feed is laterally displaced from the focal 
axis the amplitude of the pattern near boresight is reduced.  Less amplitude near boresight 
causes the error signal slope of the steered secondary pattern to be reduced.  Good 
tracking sensitivity is dependent on having a steep tracking pattern to provide the 
autotrack controller with a large voltage change for a given angular offset.  A steeper 
tracking pattern also provides a better signal/noise (G/T) ratio near boresight.   
 
 
Figure 2a Angular Slope of the Difference Channel is dependent on amount of feed 

angular offset 
 

 
 

Figure 2b  Secondary Pattern Difference Steering resulting from incremental feed 
offset from focal axis (reference Figure 2a)  

 

 

 

Note: Increasing feed 
lateral offset decreases 
error slope and absolute 
signal strength near 
boresight 



 
The baseline C-band feed is shown in Figure 3.   Measured radiation patterns for both the 
sum and difference modes are shown in Figure 4. Note the desirable near-equal E and H 
sum patterns along with the sharply defined difference pattern near boresight. Equal E 
and H plane patterns are desirable since the reflector aperture illumination may be more 
closely controlled resulting in higher antenna aperture efficiency.  Generic multi-horn 
monopulse arrays without the final aperture section do not have E and H plane symmetry. 
For fundamental TE10 mode horns, the E-plane is inherently narrower than the H-plane. 
The final horn aperture section shown in figure 3 generates higher order waveguide 
modes. These higher order modes when properly combined and phased with the 
fundamental TE10 waveguide mode modify the horn E-plane pattern to match the H-
plane radiation patterns resulting good pattern symmetry. Good pattern symmetry is 
important to help control the reflector illumination resulting in good gain and sidelobe 
levels.   
 
                                Figure 3  Baseline C-band Feed 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 4   Measured Primary Pattern from feed shown in Figure 3 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ViaSat C Band MultiMode Tracking Feed PN 443418 
Measured Primary Pattern  5.4 GHz  
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Dichroic Subreflector Design 

 
The dichroic subreflector employs a frequency selective surface (FSS) that allows the 
antenna to be used simultaneously in the prime focus and Cassegrain configurations. The 
subreflector is constructed from resonant printed circuit layers with specific spacing that 
are conformal to the contour prescribed by the antenna optics.  The resonant elements are 
mostly reflective in the Cassegrain mode (C-band) and nearly transparent in the prime 
focus mode (S-band). The subreflector is an adaptation of a slightly larger S/C band 
antenna that was recently successfully fielded and in use. Figure 5 shows a photograph of 
the baseline S/C-band subreflector.   
 

Figure 5 Baseline S/C band Dichroic Subreflector 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C/S band Dichroic Subreflector 

C-band Cassegrain Feed 

S-band Autotrack 
(ESCAN) Prime 
Focus Feed 



Predicted Secondary Patterns 
 

The measured feed primary patterns were input into the Ticra Grasp 9 reflector software 
[5] to predict the C-band secondary performance. The results are shown in Figure 6 at 4.7 
GHz for both principal cuts.   
 

Figure 6  Predicted Secondary Radiation Patterns 
 

 
 

 
 



One of the technical risks associated with small dual reflector antennas is the potential 
detrimental effects of standing wave degradation between the feed and subreflector. A 
portion of the energy from the feed is reflected from the vertex region of the subreflector 
and back into the feed horn and again is possibly re-reflected back onto the subreflector. 
As the distance between the subreflector and feed is decreased (as with small reflectors),  
the resulting standing wave can modulate the primary reflector illumination energy 
distribution. This illumination perturbation is frequency variant.  The solution to improve 
the interaction is to add a subreflector vertex matching plate which modifies a portion of 
the reflected energy to be anti-phase. Vertex plates are also frequency dependent are not 
always able to completely mitigate the effects of the standing wave.   
 
ViaSat’s design approach mitigates this risk by modeling the entire feed and subreflector 
assembly combination in Ansoft HFSS [6].  HFSS is a full wave, three dimensional 
electromagnetic solver.  Until recently, this type of analysis would have been impractical 
because of computational limitations. This analysis required a large workstation with 
over 128 GB RAM capability. The calculated subreflector scatter patterns (including the 
effects of the feed-subreflector interaction) were again input in the Ticra Grasp reflector 
software [5] with the resulting secondary pattern showing good agreement with Figure 6. 
The HFSS predicted feed return loss is shown in Figure 7 both within and without the 
effects of the feed-subreflector interaction showing minimal return loss degradation.   
  

Figure 7 Feed Return Loss with/without Subreflector Interaction 
 

 
 



Conclusions 
 

The development of a dual band autotracking antenna based on ViaSat's 
extensive experience and substantial hardware inventory is shown to result 
in outstanding secondary performance with minimal technical risk. The 
current ESCAN® S-band feed has been field proven to provide low-
sidelobe autotracking performance for the most demanding tracking 
applications.  Dichroic subreflector design, critical for this application, is 
an almost daily activity at ViaSat. The reuse of available dichroic 
hardware minimizes risk to integrate fielded S-band prime focus feeds 
with the new C-band Cassegrain feed.  Finally, the use of ViaSat's existing 
C-band high performance Cassegrain feed is the key to obtaining 
secondary patterns with sharp tracking error slopes, high signal/noise 
performance, and equal E-H plane beamwidths providing excellent sum 
channel performance. These desirable characteristics allow the antenna to 
autotrack difficult targets such as rockets during launch.  
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